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BCG Attorney Search is one of the leading legal job search and recruiter sites on the 
web today without question. BCG Attorney Search is the first company launched by 
Career Mission. Career Mission is one of the world’s largest affiliation of companies and 
the parent company of some many job search sites you may or may not be familiar with 
such as EmploymentCrossing, Hound, LawCrossing and Legal Authority.

If you would like to read up-to-date, important legal news from around the globe then 
you can in the law BCG Attorney search law firm news archives section. There are more 
than 300 articles related to all things legal. You don’t have to search endlessly to find 
relevant legal news anymore. The BCG Attorney search law firm news posts a brand-new 
article once a week or so.

We learn from other peoples experiences in life don’t we? If they did something wrong, 
we shouldn’t follow in their footsteps. If they did something right, we should follow in 
their footsteps. BCG Attorney Search lists unfiltered testimonials from those who have 
found success in landing law careers using BCG Attorney Search. Need more convincing? 
You can read the list of law firms with BCG Attorney Search recent placements. You 
might be surprised at how many law firms are actually listed.

BCG Attorney Search takes pride in finding legal attorneys quality jobs all over the country. 
Many companies have forgotten one of the most basic principles that make a company 
successful - customer service. This is just one of the reasons why BCG Attorney Search 
has proven itself to be one of the most efficient legal recruiting firms in all the land.

Do you want to know how BCG Attorney Search separates itself from the rest of the 
pack? The BCG Attorney Search code of conduct is held to a higher standard then other 
recruitment placement companies. BCG Attorney Search accepts approximately one 
in every 200 of the candidates who approach it to work with, BCG Attorney Search 
maintains professional proofreaders on staff, and BCG Attorney Search maintains 
confidentiality and will never disclose the names of the people it places or has worked 
with in the past.

Looking for career advice you can use on a daily basis? A. Harrison Barnes, Founder and 
CEO, has daily advice on subjects ranging finding a job, keeping a job, how to succeed, 
staying positive, general legal career news and the current state of the job market.

How many companies have a 100% satisfaction guarantee? BCG Attorney Search 
guarantees that you will get a job if we accept you or else provide you up to $5,000 in 
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free Legal Authority services. This is going the extra mile to ensure people are satisfied 
even if they don’t necessarily receive a position with BCG Attorney Search.

Speaking of going the extra mile, if you need addition information on what BCG Attorney 
Search has to offer you can download the BCG Attorney Search brochure.

Life is about living in different phases. We all go through different phases - some may 
be good phases and others may be bad. If you are currently in a ‘’bad phase’’ in your life 
and need a change quickly then please give BCG Attorney Search a try. There are many 
people who live but fail to take chances in their lives. You shouldn’t sit on your hands 
and doing nothing but take action today and find your new legal employment.


